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Abstract

This paper presents an improved group search optimizer (iGSO) for solving mechanical design optimization problems. In the pro-
posed algorithm, subpopulations and a co-operation evolutionary strategy were adopted to improve the global search capability and
convergence performance. The iGSO is evaluated on two optimization problems of classical mechanical design: spring and pressure ves-
sel. The experimental results are analyzed in comparison with those reported in the literatures. The results show that iGSO has much
better convergence performance and is easier to implement in comparison with other existing evolutionary algorithms.
� 2008 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, bio-inspired evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) have attracted more and more attention,
and many EAs have been proposed, such as genetic algo-
rithms (GAs), evolutionary programming (EP) and evolu-
tion strategies (ES). Recently, bio-inspired swarm
intelligence (SI) algorithms have been developed. There
are two different SI algorithms: particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO). Compared
with traditional optimization method, bio-inspired optimi-
zation algorithm utilizes stochastic search and direct ‘‘fit-
ness” information instead of function derivatives or other
related knowledge. Now, bio-inspired intelligent optimiza-

tion algorithms have been successfully applied to a wide
range of research and applications, such as power system
dispatch [1,2], wireless sensor network [3] and robotics [4].

Mechanical design optimization plays an important role
in engineering and manufacturing enterprises. In this field,
one of the most difficult parts encountered is constraints
handling. In order to solve this problem, many different
improved bio-inspired optimization approaches have been
proposed. Hu and Eberhart [5] proposed an improved
PSO algorithm, which starts with a group of feasible solu-
tions and rejects with that of infeasible individuals in the
process of optimization. Venkatraman and Yen [6] pre-
sented a two-phase (constraint satisfaction phase and con-
straint optimization phase) genetic algorithm for solving
the constrained optimization problem. Cao and Wu [7]
developed mixed-variable evolutionary programming
(MVEP) with different mutation operators associated
with different types of variables. Although those unmixed
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intelligent algorithms did not apply mathematical assump-
tions to optimization problems, they still have superior glo-
bal search abilities over conventional optimization
algorithms. The stability and efficiency of intelligent opti-
mization algorithms are low because sometimes intelligent
optimization algorithms cannot overcome the effect of ran-
domness in the search process of some problems [8].

The traditional constraint-handling technique is to
make use of penalty functions and Lagrangian function.
Some hybrid techniques based on SI have also been pro-
posed. Runarsson [9] adopted stochastic ranking mecha-
nism to maintain the balance between the objective and
the penalty functions through a ranking procedure based
on the stochastic bubble-sort algorithm. Tessema [10]
proposed a self-adaptive penalty function based on the
GAs. In this method, a new fitness value in the normal-
ized fitness-constraint violation space and two penalty
values are applied to infeasible individuals so that the
algorithm would be able to identify the best infeasible
individuals in the current population. Hybrid techniques
aim at specific issues and require several problem-depen-
dent parameters chosen heuristically by user, and so
complicated mathematical representation and computa-
tion are incurred. Therefore, further studies on finding
strong, reliable and highly efficient constrained optimiza-
tion methods are very important for mechanical optimal
design.

Recently, a novel optimization algorithm, which was
inspired by the social behavior of animals, called group
search optimization (GSO) has been proposed [11]. It
adopts the scrounging strategies of house sparrows and
employs especially animal scanning mechanism. For the
uni-modal function, the results show that the GSO does
not possess an obvious advantage over PSO but has a
better performance than GA in terms of accuracy and
convergence rate. Compared with conventional EP
(CEP), fast EP (FEP), conventional ES (CES) and fast
ES (FES), GSO was superior to FEP and FES. For most
of the multimodal benchmark functions, GSO is able to
statistically find better average results than those gotten
from GA and PSO and can find better final average
results than the other four algorithms. The test results
obtained from the multi-modal benchmark functions,
which have several local minima, show that GSO outper-
forms the other six algorithms too. In these cases, GSO
appeared to be overpowering compared with the other
four algorithms. Afterwards, He and Wu [12] applied
GSO with early stopping scheme to training an artificial
neural network (ANN) for two benchmark functions
– Wisconsin breast cancer data set and Pima Indian
diabetes data set. The experimental results show that
the GSO-based ANN (GSOANN) has a superior conver-
gence and generalization performance in comparison
with other nine sophisticated ANNs. In this study, the
standard GSO algorithm is extended to solve constrained
mechanical design optimization problems using subpopu-
lations and co-operation evolutionary strategy.

2. Mechanical design optimization

Many mechanical design problems can be formulated as
constrained optimization problems. A general constrained
optimization problem can be defined as follows:

min f ðXÞ
Subject to hiðXÞ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m

giðXÞP 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; P

where f(X) is the objective function and X is an n-dimen-
sional vector which are mixed variables such as integer, dis-
crete and continuous; hi (X) and gi (X) are known as
equality and inequality constraints, respectively; m is the
number of equality constraints and p is he number of
inequality constraints.

3. Group search optimizer

The GSO is a population-based optimization algo-
rithm and employs producer-scrounger model and animal
scanning mechanism. Producer-scrounger model for
designing optimum searching strategies was inspired by
animal searching behavior and group living theory. It
has usually led to the adoption of two foraging strategies
within groups: rproducing, searching for food; and
sscrounging, joining resources uncovered by others. In
order not to entrap in local minima, GSO also employs
‘‘rangers’’ foraging strategies. The population of the
GSO algorithm is called a group and each individual in
the population is called a member. There are three kinds
of members in the group: rproducer, performs produc-
ing strategies, searching for food; sscrounger, performs
scrounging strategies, joining resources uncovered by
others; tranger, employs random walks searching strate-
gies for randomly distributed resources. At each itera-
tion, the member who located the most promising
resource is producer, a number of members except pro-
ducer in the group are selected as scroungers, and the
remaining members are rangers.

In group, every member has his current position.
X K

i 2 Rn, a head angle /k
i ¼ ð/

k
i1; . . . ;/k

inÞ 2 Rn�1 and a head
direction Dk

i ð/
k
i Þ ¼ ðdk

i1; . . . ; dk
inÞ 2 Rn, which can be calcu-

lated from a via a Polar to Cartesian coordinates
transformation

dk
i1 ¼ P

n�1

p¼1
cosð/k

ipÞ

dk
ij � sinð/k

iðj�1ÞÞ � P
n�1

p¼i
cosð/k

ipÞ

dk
in � sinð/k

iðn�1ÞÞ ð1Þ

At the same time, vision as the basic scanning strategies
introduced by white crappie is employed by the producer.
The scanning field of vision is generalized to an n-dimen-
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sional space, which is characterized by the maximum pur-
suit angle hmax 2 Rn�1 and the maximum pursuit distance
lmaxeR1 as illustrated in a 3D space in Fig. 1.

In the GSO algorithm, at the kth iteration the producer
Xp behaves as follows:

(i) The producer scans at zero degree and then scan lat-
erally by randomly sampling three points in the scan-
ning field: one point at zero degree, one point in the
right hand side hypercube and one point in the left
hand side hypercube

X z ¼ X k
p þ r1lmaxDk

P ð/
kÞ ð2Þ

X r ¼ X k
p þ r1lmaxDk

P ð/
k þ r2hmax=2Þ ð3Þ

X l ¼ X k
p þ r1lmaxDk

P ð/
k � r2hmax=2Þ ð4Þ

where r1eR1 is a normally distributed random num-
ber with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, and
r2eRn�1 is a random sequence in the range (0,1).

(ii) The producer will then find the best point with the
best resource from the above three points. If the best
point has a better resource than its current position,
he will fly to this point. Otherwise, he will stay in
its current position and turn his head to a new angle

/kþ1 ¼ /k þ r2amax ð5Þ

where amax is the maximum turning angle.

(iii) If the producer cannot find a better area after a iter-
ations, he will turn his head back to zero degree

/kþa ¼ /k ð6Þ

where a is a constant. At each iteration, the area
copying behavior of scroungers can be modeled as a
random walk towards the producer

X kþ1
i ¼ X k

i þ r3ðX k
p � X k

i Þ ð7Þ

where r3eRn is a uniform random sequence in the
range (0, 1). At each iteration, rangers will move to
the new point based on a random head angle and a
random distance

X kþ1
i ¼ X k

i þ a � r1lmaxDk
i ð/

k
i þ r2amaxÞ ð8Þ

li ¼ a � r1lmax ð9Þ
/kþ1 ¼ /k

i þ r2amax ð10Þ

4. An improved group search optimizer

In order to deal with constraint problems, the sub-
populations and co-operation evolutionary strategy are
employed in GSO. There are two subpopulations in
the group: feasible subpopulation and infeasible sub-
population. In the group, members satisfying all con-
straints compose feasible subpopulation; members
dissatisfying all constraints compose infeasible subpopu-
lation. Each subpopulation group has its own evolu-
tionary process.

(i) For all members in the feasible subpopulation,
every member can memorize the best position Xg
in his history. At each iteration, the individual with
the best fitness value is producer. For the rest mem-
bers, some members who were randomly selected
from the rest members will perform scrounging
strategy of moving to the producer along with the
current head angle using Eq. (7), and others will
perform ranging strategy of moving to the new
point using

X kþ1
i ¼ X k

g þ liDk
i ð/

kþ1Þ ð11Þ

where X k
g is the best position in their history. In the

initial space, there is at least one feasible member.

(ii) For all members in the infeasible subpopulation,
some will perform the scrounging strategy using Eq.
7, and others will perform the ranging strategy using
Eqs. (8)–(10).

Fig. 2 illustrates the co-operation evolutionary behavior
of two subpopulations. The random distribution of
solution in the initial population is presented in Fig. 2a.
Members in the circle compose the feasible subpopulation;
members outside the circle compose the infeasible subpop-
ulation. Fig. 2b explains the co-operation behavior of two
subpopulations, where arrows denote the moving direction
of members in the process of evolution. In every generation
of co-operation evolutionary process, members in feasible
subpopulation can lead members in infeasible subpopula-
tion into the circle. At the same time, for members in the
infeasible subpopulation moving towards the producer, it
would be most likely to find the best solutions that are
located on the border of the search space. As shown in
Fig. 2c, all members, no matter in the feasible subpopula-
tion or in the infeasible subpopulation, will gather around
(some even reach) the best solution after a sufficient num-

Fig. 1. Scanning field in 3D space (u is the maximum pursuit angle hmax

and L is the maximum pursuit distance lmax).
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ber of iGSO searches. The flowchart of the iGSO algorithm
is presented in Fig. 3.

5. Numerical examples

In this section, two classical mechanical design optimi-
zation test problems have been used to test our iGSO.

5.1. Parameters setting

The initial population of iGSO is generated uniformly at
random in the search space. The initial head angle u0 of
each individual is set to be p

4
. The constant a is given by

round
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nþ 1
p

, where n is the dimension of the search space.
The maximum pursuit angle hmax is p

a2. The maximum turn-
ing angle is set to be p

2a2. The maximum pursuit distance lmax

is calculated by

lmax ¼j U i � Li j¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn

i¼1

ðU i � LiÞ2
s

where Li and Ui are the lower and upper bounds for the ith
dimension. The parameter needed to be tuned is the per-
centage of rangers; our recommended percentage is 20%,
which was used in all our experiments. For each problem,
100 independent runs were carried out, and there are 3000
generations in each run. For all problems, a population of
30 individuals is used.

5.2. Example 1: spring design

As shown in Fig. 4, spring was designed aiming at min-
imizing the weight of a tension/compression spring. There

Fig. 2. Co-operation evolution of subpopulations. (a) Initial population; (b) move direction of members; (c) final population.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the iGSO algorithm.
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are three design variables: the wire diameter d = x1, the
mean coil diameter D = x2 and the number of active coils
N = x3. All design variables are continuous. The spring
problem is stated as follows:

Minimize f ðxÞ ¼ ðx3 þ 2Þx2x2
1

subject to

g1ðXÞ ¼ 1� x3
2x3

71785x4
1

6 0

g2ðXÞ ¼
4x2

2 � x1x2

12566ðx2x3
1 � x4

1Þ
1

5108x2
1

� 1 6 0

g3ðXÞ ¼ 1� 140:45x1

x2
2xx3

6 0

g4ðXÞ ¼ x2 þ x1
1:5

� 1 6 0

and 0:05 6 x1 6 2; 0:25 6 x2 6 1:3; 2 6 x3 6 15

5.3. Example 2: pressure vessel design

As shown in Fig. 5, pressure vessel introduced by Sand-
gren [13] was designed aimed at minimizing the total cost of
materials, forming and welding of the pressure vessel.
There are four design variables: the shell thickness
Ts = x1, the thickness of the head Th = x2, the inner radius
R = x3 and the length of the cylindrical section L = x4,x1

and x2 are discrete values which are integer multiples of
0.0625in, x3 and x4 are continuous. The pressure vessel
problem is stated as follows:

Minimize f ðxÞ ¼ 0:0624x1x3x4 þ 1:7781x2x3
3 þ 3:1661x2

1x4

þ19:84x3
1x3

subject to

g1ðXÞ ¼ 0:0193x3 � x1 6 0

g2ðXÞ ¼ 0:00954x3 � x2 6 0

g3ðXÞ ¼ 1; 296; 000� px2
3x4 � 4

3
px3

3 6 0

g4ðXÞ ¼ x4 � 240 6 0

and 0:0625 6 x1 6 6:1875; 0625 6 x2 6 6:1875; 10

6 x3 6 200; 10 6 x4 6 200

6. Results and discussion

He and Wang [14] have proposed a co-evolutionary par-
ticle swarm optimization approach (CPSO) for constrained
optimization problems. In their study, the PSO is applied
with two groups of swarms for evolutionary exploration
and exploitation in spaces of both solutions and penalty
factors. Coello [15,16] has ever introduced the notion of
using co-evolution to adapt the penalty factors of a fitness
function and the concept of non-dominance as a way to
incorporate constraints into the fitness function of a GA
in 2000 and 2002. Mezura-Montes [17] has presented a
simple (1 + k) evolution strategy and three simple selection
criteria to solve engineering optimization problems. Parso-
poulos [18] has employed a penalty function to preserve
feasibility of the encountered solutions based on the stan-
dard UPSO and compared the performance of the standard
UPSO with the improved UPSO. Ray [19] and Akhtar [20]
tackled the mechanical design optimization problem using
a society and civilization algorithm. Comparisons of our
results and the results mentioned above are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

6.1. Example 1: spring design

For the first example, the best, average, worst and the
standard deviation tested by our approach are given in
Table 1. For the best objective value obtained, the values
of three variables are [0.051691, 0.356765, 11.286172] and
constraint values are [�2.09500 � 10�11, �1.302000 �
10�11, �4.053880, �0.727696], the number of function
evaluations is 8000, with 8.17 s of CPU time. Ray calcu-
lated that the best result required 9.62 s of CPU time and
54 456 function evaluations. Except the experiment results
in Table 1, Arora [21] has also reported the best result of
0.012730. Arora’s technique is not applicable because the
first constraint is violated. Belegundu [22] obtained the best
result of 0.012833.

6.2. Example 2: pressure vessel design

For the second example, the best, average, worst and the
standard deviation tested by iGSO are listed in Table 2.
For the best objective value obtained, the values of four
variables are [0.812500, 0.437500, 42.098446, 176.636596]
and constraint values are [�3.4 � 10�10, �0.035881,

Fig. 4. Spring design.

Fig. 5. Pressure vessel design.

Table 1
Optimal solution of spring design.

Method Best Mean Worst Standard deviation

iGSO 0.012665 0.012708 0.012994 5.1 � 10�5

He[14] 0.012675 0.012730 0.012924 5.2 � 10�5

Mezura[17] 0.012688 0.013014 0.015465 6.7 � 10�4

Coello[16] 0.012681 0.012742 0.012973 5.9 � 10�5

Coello[15] 0.012705 0.012769 0.012822 3.9 � 10�5

Parsop[18] 0.012816 0.046735 1.579980 2.1 � 10�1

Ray[19] 0.012669 0.012923 0.016717 5.9 � 10�4
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�0.000029, �63.363404], and the number of function eval-
uations is 26 000, with 12.34 s of CPU time. Besides the
solving method mentioned above, some other optimization
methods have also been proposed. Joines [23] introduced
dynamic penalty function. As the penalty increases, it puts
more and more selective pressure on the GA to find a fea-
sible solution. In his study, the best, average, worst and the
standard deviation values are [6213.6923, 6619.5606,
7445.6923, 322.7647]. Michalewica and Attia [24] consid-
ered a method based on the idea of simulated annealing;
the best, average, worst and the standard deviation values
are [6217.4143, 6660.8631, 7380.4810, 330.7516].

From the above discussion, we can see that the best fea-
sible solution found by our approach is better than those
found by other techniques. In addition, the standard devi-
ation of our results is relatively small.

To further illustrate the accuracy and convergence of
our algorithm, the iGA, iPSO and iGSO were compared
on spring design and pressure vessel design. The iGA and
iPSO indicate that the standard GA and PSO algorithm
were added to the proposed method of processing con-
straint optimization problems of this paper. For each algo-
rithm, the population is 50, the maximum generation is
1000. In the iGA model, the selection operator adopts rou-
lette wheel method. The crossover operator adopts one-
point crossover method, pc = 0.9. The mutation operator
adopts uniformity mutation method, pm = 0.1. In the iPSO
model, the acceleration factors c1 and c2 are set to be 2; and
the inertia weight w was linearly decreased from 0.9 to 0.4.
For the first example, the best solutions obtained by iGA,
iPSO and iGSO were 0.015892, 0.013442 and 0.012664,
respectively, through 1000 generations. For the second
example, the best solutions obtained by iGA, iPSO and
iGSO were 6924.165345, 6311.963256 and 6059.714337,
respectively, through 1000 generations. Clearly, the results
obtained by iGA and iPSO on two examples are all worse
than the best result found by the proposed algorithm. The
search processes of these two algorithms are shown in Figs.
6 and 7. It can be seen that convergence rate of iGSO is fas-
ter than iGA and iPSO and the best value is found.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented an improved GSO algorithm
that uses subpopulations and a co-operation evolutionary
strategy to find the optimum solution of the mechanical

design problem. The proposed method is relatively simple
because it does not have any specialized parameter to
adjust, and this method is effective. Compared with other
constraint handling techniques, this method can provide
more reliable solutions without any violation of the con-
straints with a small amount of CPU time, because it has
a relatively small population and operates in a small num-
ber of generations. A drawback of the iGSO is that the
constraint handling method requires at least one feasible
solution in the initial search space. However, finding a fea-
sible solution is difficult for the problems having conflicting
constraints. Future work should concentrate mainly on
extending the iGSO to tackle the problem of generating
the initial population.

Table 2
Optimal solution of pressure vessel design.

Method Best Mean Worst Standard deviation

iGSO 6059.71400 6238.801000 6820.410000 1.943150 � 102

He[14] 6061.077700 6147.133200 6363.804100 8.645450 � 101

Mezura[17] 6059.898926 6238.507764 6556.407227 1.583200 � 102

Coello[16] 6059.946341 6177.253268 6469.322010 1.309297 � 102

Coello[15] 6288.744500 6293.843232 6308.149652 7.413285 � 101

Parsop[18] 6154.700000 8016.370000 9387.770000 7.458690 � 102

Akhtar [20] 6171.000000 6335.050000 6453.650000

Fig. 6. Evolutionary process of three algorithms for Example 1.

Fig. 7. Evolutionary process of three algorithms for Example 2.
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